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LOCAL ENTOMOLOGICAL NOTES. 
NMembers of the New York Entomological Society and all others, ate solicited 

to contribute to this column, their rate captures, local lists and other items of 

interest relating to the ittsect fatunia of New York city andl vicinity. 

EASTERN VARIETIES OF CICINDELA 
SCUTELLARIS. 

FRANK HOLMES JOHNSON. 

C. ruggifrons and C modesta, and with them the immaculate 
varieties, C. unicolor and C. nigrior, occur on Long Island to the 
south of Woodhaven. C. unicolor is found abundantly in Florida, 

while C. rugi frons is not reported so far south, but this is the first 
recorded instance of the former variety occuring in the Middle 
States. I have taken ten of C. unicolor to about two hundred of 
C. rugZifrons, and three of C. nigi-ior to about ninety of C. modesta. 
Almost every gradation occurs in the color and markings of the 
Long Islanid specimens. The most highly marked specimens of 
C. rugifrons and C. muodesta have on the margin a post-humeral 
dot, a medial trianguilar spot and an apical lunule. As we approach 
C. unicolor and C. nigrior the humeral dot disappears, the medial 
becomes small, orbicular or crescent-shaped, and the apical lunule 
becomes two separate spots (the markings now resemble those of 
C. sexgut/ata). The medial and apical dots as the they grow 
smaller become .separated from the margin, and finally disappear, 
first the medial, and then the apical dots. The ground color in 
C. rugifrons varies from bltue to green, in one of my specimens it is 
brassy-green; two specimens exhibit a color which is neither black 
nor green, but may be (lescribedl as intermediate between the 
green of C. rlg,jifrons, the black of C. miiodes/a, and the purple 
brown of C. Lecontei. C. modes/a seems to vary less in markings 
and color than C. rgqifr-ons. 

May igth, I894, at Curtis Bay, Md. (near Baltimore), I found 
a d of C. mzodesta and a S2 of C. rugifrons in coitu. Nothing could 
better demonstrate the intimate relations of the two varieties. 

The greater variation occurs in the fall brood, which, on Long 
Island, appears before September first, and lasts to beyond the 

middle of the month. lThe spring brood is less numerous; it 
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appears abont June first, and I have taken C. miiodes/a of this brood 
as late as July fourth. At Curtis Bay, Md., C. rug/irons appeared 

as early as March twenty-second. My last specimens of this brood 
were taken May nineteenth, when it was less plentiful than in 
April. \Vhen I visited the place again on June ninth, I could find 

no trace of either variety. 

At the Maryland locality C. modiest/t greatly predominates, 

while on Long Island .1 have taken more of C. rugifrons than of 

the black variety. Mr. BeutennPiller informs me that, on Staten 

Island, C. modlesta occurs alone, and is not subject to much variation. 

lrhese varieties seemns to prefer sandy ground, where the grass 

and weeds are sparse, but do niot frequent bare sand hills. They 

fly swiftly, and are rather difficult to catch, especially C. modies/a, 
which is inconspicuous by reason of its dark color. 

-.O-. -.0--_ __ 

NOTES ON BRYAXIS ABDOMINALIS AubM. 

BY CHARLES WV. LENG. 

rhis beetle lives on Staten Islanid unider boards, chips etc. 

cast tupon the borclers of the salt mea(low by tides of uniusual heiglht. 

It is abundant in March and April and occturs also as early as 

February and as late as May; but the females always outnumilber 

the nmales. The latter are distingtuished by the sculptured dorsal 

segments. 
I found this beetle first about three years ago under bits of 

bark lying on the banks of the salt meadow creek which runs 

beside tile railroad trestle west of Arlington station.-TI'he operations 
of the railroad company have deepened and elongated a branch of 

the creek and thereby thrown upoIn its banks much soil, which lies 

high and dry above the surrouniding moist salt meadow, and afforcls 
a lodgement to the bits of refuse and a consequent shelter to the 

beetles. - While this locality still remains the best, further search 

has led to the discovery of the species at several other points. 
It is always accompan-ied by two other species Rh)pobius 

marinus and Scydlnanus salinator (?). 
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